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ABSTRACT. The paper is devoted to the study of behaviour of the solutions of Poisson equation when the right
side belongs to the variable Lebesgue space with weights. The obtained results generalize the well-known Calderon-
Zygmund theorem. © 2007 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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In the present paper we deal with a generalization of the well-known Calderon-Zygmund theorem [1] on the
behavior of solution of Poisson equation for the weighted Lebesgue spaces with variable exponent.

In recent years the studies of new directions in nonlinear differential equations theory were related to variable
exponent Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces research. These topics are intensively worked on in many scientific centers
worldwide, which is mainly caused by their numerous applications in a wide range of fields like mathematical physics,
differential equations, boundary value problems, nonlinear elasticity theory, various mathematical models, variational
problems, differential equations with variable growth order, etc. These issues are the subject of articles intensively
published in international journals of high rank, as well as the subject of reports of participants of regular conferences
and symposia. Two international conferences related to the above-mentioned topics were held in Tbilisi during 2003-
2005. The same issues were widely presented at the ISAAC International Congress in Italy in 2005, also at the
conference on function spaces, differential operators and nonlinear analysis held in Czech Republic in 2004.

Originally, the discussion of variable exponent Lebesgue spaces was initiated by theoretical interest only, particu-
larly by its mathematical curiosity. The matter is that a wide range of well-known important issues, related to classical
Lebesgue spaces, lose their own power within the frameworks of the mentioned spaces. For example, the continuity
of shift operator, the well-known Young theorem on the convolution of functions does not work in general.

It became clear in recent years that the classical function spaces are not sufficient to solve the contemporary
problems of nonlinear elasticity, in modeling of various fluids flow, current variation problems of mechanics. Actual
need for study of different integral spaces with variable exponent and variable smoothness, research of boundedness
and spectral features of integral and differential operators in these spaces became apparent.

The backgrounds for the variable exponent Lebesgue Lp(·) and Sobolev Wk,p(·) spaces research were formed in
works of W. Orlicz, J. Musielak, N. Nakano, H. Hudzik, S. Samko, O. Kovaèik and J. Rakosnik, D. Edmunds and
A. Nekvinda, X. Fan and D. Zhao. Numerous studies were addressed to the smooth functions density problem in
these spaces. It is worth mentioning the I. Sharapudinov works related to Fourier operators sequences convergence,
proving the Haar function system baseness in Lp(·) spaces. The impulse for study of classical integral operators
boundedness in variable exponent Lebesgue space came from German mathematician L. Diening, who had proved
boundedness of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions defined for bounded domains. This direction was fur-
ther developed in L. Diening and M. Ru•ièka, A. Nekvinda, D. Cruiz-Uribe, A. Fiorenza, C. Neugebauer, C. Perez
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In the sequel we give some version of the above-mentioned result for unbounded Ω . Along the log-condition we
need the following condition at infinity
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we have that for arbitrary ( )( )ρ,np RLf ⋅∈ , 
2
np < , there exists a function ( )( )1,ρnq RLu ⋅∈ , such that

fu =Δ  a. e. Ω∈x

and the inequalities i), ii) and iii) hold.
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maTematika

kalderon-zigmundis Teoremis ganzogadebis Sesaxeb
wonian lebegis sivrceebSi cvladi maCveneblebiT

v. kokilaSvili*, s. samko**

* akademiis wevri, a. razmaZis maTematikis instituti, Tbilisi
** algarves universiteti, portugalia

naSromSi mocemulia puasonis gantolebis amonaxsnis yofaqcevis Sesaxeb kalderon-zigmundis
cnobili Teoremis ganzogadeba banaxis arastandartuli funqciuri sivrceebisaTvis. aseTi sivrcis
magaliTia cvladmaCvenebliani lebegis woniani sivrce. ukanasknel wlebSi cxadi gaxda, rom klasikuri
funqciuri sivrceebi aRar aris sakmarisi arawrfivi drekadobis Teoriis, ukumSvad siTxeTa dinebis
meqanikis, meqanikis variaciuli problemebis, p(x)-laplasiani arawrfivi diferencialuri
gantolebebis amosaxsnelad. am garemoebam mZlavri impulsi misca cvladmaCvenebliani lebegis da
sobolevis sivrceebis Teoriis ganviTarebas. Tu am sivrceebs Tavdapirvelad mxolod Teoriuli
interesi hqonda, bolo aTwleulSi maTi saSualebiT SesaZlebeli gaxda mTeli rigi gamoyenebiTi
xasiaTis problemebis gadaWra.

naSromSi puasonis gantolebis amonaxsnisa da misi warmoebulebis normebis Sefaseba arsebiTad
eyrdnoba potencialTa da singularuli integraluri operatorebis SemosazRvrulobis Sesaxeb
statiis avtorTa gamokvlevebs cvladmaCveneblian lebegis wonian sivrceebSi.
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